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Contact forces are traditionally measured by means of haptic technologies
such as force transducers. A major drawback of such technologies lies in
their intrusiveness, as they require to be mounted onto the manipulated objects (thus impacting their shape or other physical properties) or onto the
operator’s hands (thus obstructing the human haptic senses and limiting the
natural range of motion). Others include their extensive need for calibration,
time-varying accuracy and cost. Reliably capturing and reproducing human
haptic interaction with surrounding objects by means of a cheap and simple
set-up (e.g., a single RGB-D camera) would open considerable possibilities
in computer vision, robotics, graphics, and rehabilitation. Computer vision
research has resulted in several successful methods for capturing motion information. A challenging question is: to what extent can vision also capture
haptic interaction? The latter is key for learning and understanding tasks,
such as holding an object, pushing a chair or table, as well as enabling its
reproduction from either virtual characters or physical embodiments.
A vision-based alternative to pressure sensors consists in correlating fingernail coloration changes to the touch force applied at fingertips [2]. The
combination of marker-based tracking with tactile sensors was also explored
to estimate hand joint compliance and synthesize interaction animations [3].
An inspiring use of motion tracking for force estimation, linked contact dynamics and human kinematics to estimate whole body contact forces and
internal joint torques [1]. Physics-based tracking methods also involve the
computation of manipulation forces [4, 7], yet in an implicit fashion, i.e., the
manipulation forces are constructed to be compatible with visual observations without aiming at matching the actual forces humans apply, as happens
with the method we propose in this work.
We demonstrate that, under the assumption of accurate markerless tracking with a single RGB-D camera, it is possible to compute interaction forces
occurring in hand-object manipulation scenarios where object properties
such as shape, contact friction µ, mass m and inertia Jq are known, along
with human hand geometry. First, we monitor both the hand and the object
motions by using model-based 3D tracking. As the observation of manipulation tasks may be subject to hand-object occlusions, we rely on a variant of
the method proposed in [5] that is tailored to our needs and assume that contact points do not change significantly while they cannot be observed. From
the tracking data, we then estimate hand-object contact points through proximity detection. Algebraic filtering [6] computes the object’s kinematics,
i.e. translational/rotational velocity (v, ω) and acceleration (a, α), resulting
in target net force F c and torque τ c :
(
F c = ma − F d
(1)
τ c = Jq · α + ω × (Jq · ω) − τ d ,
with F d and τ d known non-contact force and torque (e.g., gravity). Nominal contact force distributions are then computed by solving a secondorder cone program (SOCP) that explains the observed kinematics through
Eq. (1), using Coulomb’s friction model, and minimizing the grasp’s overall L2 norm. However, when manipulating objects, humans typically apply more (internal) forces than what is required from the Newton-Euler dynamics. We address this statical indeterminacy by decomposing each finger
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with (txk , tk , nk ) a local frame at finger k. Nominal forces are responsible for
the object’s motion through the Newton-Euler equations and internal forces
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Figure 1: Using a single RGB-D camera, we track markerless hand-object
manipulation tasks and estimate with high accuracy contact forces that are
applied by human grasping throughout the motion.
are neutral regarding its state of equilibrium:
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These constraints are incorporated into a new SOCP that computes the
nominal-internal decompositions that best match the tactile sensors’ measurements ( fek ), using a new objective function:
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We then improve our approach by using machine learning techniques to
estimate the amount and distribution of internal forces among the fingers in
contact, based on grasping features that can be measured from sole vision,
allowing force prediction on new experiments with a third SOCP variant.
The experimental results obtained on datasets annotated with groundtruth data from additional sensors show the potential of the proposed method
to infer hand-object contact forces that are both physically realistic and in
agreement with the actual forces exerted by humans during grasping. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time that this problem is addressed
and solved based solely on markerless visual observations.
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